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Abstract
During mammalian embryonic development, the trophectoderm and primitive
endoderm give rise to extraembryonic tissues, while the epiblast differentiates
into all somatic lineages and the germline. Remarkably, only a few classes of
signalling pathways induce the differentiation of these progenitor cells into
diverse lineages. Accordingly, the functional outcome of a particular signal
depends on the developmental competence of the target cells. Thus,
developmental competence can be defined as the ability of a cell to integrate
intrinsic and extrinsic cues to execute a specific developmental program
towards a specific cell fate. Downstream of signalling, there is the
combinatorial activity of transcription factors and their co-factors, which is
modulated by the chromatin state of the target cells. Here we discuss the
concept of developmental competence, and the factors that regulate this state
with reference to the specification of mouse primordial germ cells.
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1. Introduction
Although every cell in the organism harbours the same genetic information, each cell
fate decision requires only a specific set of genes, which defines its form and
function. Thus, a fundamental question in biology is how the genetic network in
subsets of cells is differentially controlled to orchestrate the development of a whole
organism. This involves the context-dependent role of key transcription factors, which
bind to cis-regulatory DNA sequences to regulate cell fates.
Signalling pathways directly or indirectly control the activity and/or expression of
transcription factors. Given the complexity of a developing embryo, it is intriguing that
only a few classes of signalling pathways are required to drive the differentiation of
all cell types of an organism. In the mammalian post-implantation epiblast, bone
morphogenetic protein (BMP) and WNT signalling are not only required for the
induction of mesoderm fate (Winnier et al., 1995), but also for the specification of
primordial germ cells (PGCs) (Aramaki et al., 2013; Lawson et al., 1999; Ohinata et
al., 2009), which are the precursors of the gametes. In prospective PGCs, the signals
induce the expression of Prdm1 (encoding BLIMP1), Prdm14 and Tfap2c (encoding
AP2Ɣ). Each of these factors has distinct context-dependent roles in development,
but in appropriately competent cells, the combination of them drives a PGC-specific
transcriptional program.
The specification of PGCs is one example of the intricate interplay of intrinsic and
extrinsic signals that results in the activation of signal-dependent transcription
factors, which in turn can modulate the chromatin state of the target cells and
activate the expression of lineage-specific transcription factors. Their combinatorial
action is modified by co-factors and the chromatin state of their binding sites,
suggesting that signalling pathways, the proteome and the chromatin state facilitate
developmental competence.
Here we provide an overview of the factors that influence the acquisition of
developmental competence during the specification of primordial germ cells (PGCs)
from the posterior proximal epiblast in embryos. We also discuss in vitro model
systems, which recapitulate these events starting with naïve pluripotent stem cells.
We refer to mouse development unless stated otherwise. We first consider the
acquisition of developmental competence of post-implantation epiblast cells towards
both the mesoderm and PGC fate, and summarize in this context the complex
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interplay of signalling pathways. We then discuss the combinatorial role of the key
transcription factors of the PGC fate, BLIMP1, PRDM14, AP2Ɣ, and their contextdependent roles in embryonic development. Finally, we discuss one target element
of transcription factors, the transcriptional enhancer, and its role in refining the
transcriptional output downstream of signalling.
2. Acquisition of developmental competence
2.1 Early embryonic development
Developmental competence follows after fertilisation and establishment of the
totipotent zygote. After a few cell divisions, the zygote gives rise to the morula, which
contains outer cells and smaller inner cells that will become trophectoderm (TE) and
the inner cell mass (ICM) respectively, during the formation of the blastocyst (Arnold
and Robertson, 2009). The ICM subsequently segregates into the primitive
endoderm (PrE) and the epiblast. After blastocyst implantation, TE and PrE serve as
the precursors of extraembryonic lineages, while the epiblast becomes the founder
population of the embryo proper including the germline. Hence, there is a sequential
commitment of developmental competence to spatially separated cell populations
during early embryonic development. In vivo the competent state is transient, but can
be captured in cells in vitro in embryonic stem cells (ESCs) from the pre-implantation
epiblast (Evans and Kaufman, 1981; Martin, 1981), extraembryonic endoderm (XEN)
cells from the PrE (Kunath, 2005) and trophoblast stem cells (TSCs) from the TE
(Tanaka et al., 1998).
2.2 Primordial germ cells
Signalling from extraembryonic tissues induces the differentiation of mesoderm,
ectoderm, definitive endoderm and PGCs from the post-implantation epiblast (Fig.
1A). The TE lineage forms the extraembryonic ectoderm (ExE), which is proximal to
the epiblast. The PrE lineage gives rise to the visceral endoderm, which surrounds
the epiblast and ExE. BMP4 signalling from the ExE induces PGCs in a few cells of
the proximal posterior epiblast (Fig. 1A) (Lawson et al., 1999). Subsequently, PGCs
migrate towards the prospective gonads, while they undergo extensive transcriptional
and epigenetic changes before they enter meiosis to form the gametes, sperm and
oocytes, respectively (Hackett et al., 2013; Hajkova et al., 2008; Kurimoto et al.,
2015; Kurimoto et al., 2008; Magnúsdóttir et al., 2013; Seki et al., 2007). PGCs are
unipotent as they differentiate either into eggs or sperm depending on the sex of the
embryo. Specification of PGCs is also accompanied by re-expression of a number of
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pluripotency genes (Kurimoto et al., 2008; Magnúsdóttir et al., 2013). Accordingly,
PGCs from embryos at embryonic day (E) 7.5-E12.5 can de-differentiate to
pluripotent embryonic germ cells (EGCs) in culture, and form testicular teratomas
(Matsui et al., 1992; Resnick et al., 1992; Stevens, 1967). EGCs are very similar to
ESCs (Leitch et al., 2010), except for their DNA methylation status at imprinted loci
(Durcova-Hills et al., 2001; Shovlin et al., 2008; Tada et al., 1998). Nonetheless,
PGCs are highly specialised cells, which do not contribute to chimeras after injection
into embryos (Leitch et al., 2014), and from ~E12.5 onwards, they undergo
differentiation only towards gametes. The precise role of pluripotency factors in early
PGCs is not entirely clear except that they might help to promote epigenetic
reprogramming (Papp and Plath, 2013).
The developmental competence for PGC specification is established in the postimplantation epiblast, but only in a subset of cells in the posterior of the embryo
acquire PGC fate (Fig. 1A). However, distal epiblast cells transplanted to the
posterior can also respond to BMP4 signalling and become PGCs (Tam and Zhou,
1996). Indeed, a large number of epiblast cells when separated from the
extraembryonic tissues have the potential to become PGCs in response to high
levels of BMP4 in ex vivo culture (Fig. 1B). The developmental competence for the
PGC fate is restricted to a short developmental time window from ~E5.5-6.5 (Ohinata
et al., 2009), prior to the formation of the primitive streak and the onset of
gastrulation (Arnold and Robertson, 2009).
2.3 Epiblast stem cells
The post-implantation epiblast can give rise to pluripotent epiblast stem cells
(EpiSCs) in vitro in the presence of bFGF and Activin A (Brons et al., 2007; Tesar et
al., 2007). EpiSCs can differentiate into derivates of the three germ layers, but the
induction of PGCs is very inefficient (Hayashi and Surani, 2009). Also, they
contribute very poorly, if at all, to chimeras after blastocyst injections (Brons et al.,
2007; Han et al., 2010; Tesar et al., 2007). EpiSCs appear to be transcriptionally
close to the ectoderm of the late gastrula (Kojima et al., 2014), suggesting that
EpiSCs become heterogeneous in culture (Han et al., 2010; Tsakiridis et al., 2014),
where the majority of cells progress to a later developmental stage and consequently
loose the developmental competence to become PGCs. This is also reflected by their
epigenetic state, since putative enhancer elements and promoters of genes
important for somatic differentiation show enrichment for active histone marks
(Factor et al., 2014; Kurimoto et al., 2015). The inhibition of WNT signalling results in
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a more homogeneous population of EpiSC, which can contribute to the germline,
when transplanted into the post-implantation embryo (Sugimoto et al., 2015; Sumi et
al., 2013). Further studies are required to address the question whether EpiSCs
maintained or derived under these culture conditions, can respond to BMP4 and give
rise to PGCLCs efficiently as observed with epiblast-like cells (EpiLCs; see below).
2.4 Epiblast-like cells
ESCs cultured with a GSK3 inhibitor (CHIR99021), a MEK/ERK inhibitor
(PD0325901) and leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), represent a relative homogeneous
population of naïve pluripotent cells (Ying et al., 2008), which are transcriptionally
close to the pre-implantation epiblast (Boroviak et al., 2014). These ESCs give rise to
EpiLCs following culture in bFGF and Activin A (Fig. 1C) (Hayashi et al., 2011).
EpiLCs undergo extensive cell death after three days of culture and thus appear to
represent a transient cell state. They are to some extent different from EpiSCs on
transcriptional level, but similar to the pre-gastrulating epiblast (Hayashi et al., 2011).
Accordingly, a large proportion of EpiLCs at day2 respond to BMP4 and become
PGC-like cells (PGCLCs) very efficiently, which can give rise to sperm or oocytes
after transplantation experiments (Hayashi et al., 2011; Hayashi et al., 2012).
However, this response was not observed with EpiLCs at day1, suggesting that the
transit to the competent state for the PGC fate is not completed at this stage. Future
studies might reveal the key differences between day1 and day2 EpiLCs and what
restricts or promotes the induction of the PGC fate as they progress towards the
competence for germ cell and somatic fates.
2.5 Human PGCLCs
Recent studies have explored, whether human PGCLCs (hPGCLCs) can be derived
from human ESCs (hESCs) in vitro (Irie et al., 2015; Sasaki et al., 2015; Sugawa et
al., 2015). Irie et al. cultured human ESCs (hESCs) with four inhibitors (for GSK3,
MEK, p38, JNK; ‘4i’) together with LIF, bFGF and TGFβ (Gafni et al., 2013). hESCs
in 4i can be directly induced into hPGCLCs upon addition of BMP2 or BMP4 (Fig.
1C), which are transcriptionally close to human PGCs from week 7 embryos four
days after induction. Thus, hESCs in 4i gain and retain competence for germ cell fate
while undergoing self-renewal. This is unlike mouse EpiLCs where the competence
for PGCs occurs only transiently. Intriguingly, hESCs in 4i culture exhibit a gene
expression profile that includes expression of mesoderm and primitive streak
markers. Hence, the expression of lineage-specific markers such as T (also known
as BRACHYURY) could render hESCs competent for the hPGCLC fate, since T
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plays an important role in the specification of mice PGCLCs (see below). Consistent
with this, hESCs cultured in conventional medium show a poor response to hPGCLC
induction (Irie et al., 2015; Sugawa et al., 2015). Notably, the two hESC states, in 4i
and conventional culture respectively, are reversible and depend on the appropriate
environmental signal (Fig. 1C) (Irie et al., 2015).
3. Interplay of signalling pathways
3.1 BMP pathway
Signalling molecules pattern the embryo, and they act during specific time windows
to induce developmental processes, which results in the differentiation of groups of
cells. These pathways do not act individually but show a highly complex interplay
with other signals. Thus, the balance of activating and inhibitory signals refines the
temporal and spatial output during cell fate specification.
BMPs induce the receptor-mediated phosphorylation of the transcription factors
SMAD1/5/8, which can form a complex with SMAD4 and subsequently translocate
into the nucleus, and induces or represses transcription of target genes. The output
of SMAD activation is modulated on different levels, since SMADs interact with many
co-activators or -repressors. For example, the transcriptional co-activator p300/CBP
interacts with SMAD1 to SMAD4 (Pouponnot et al., 1998). p300/CBP in turn not only
interacts with transcription factors of all major families, but also has acetyltransferase
activity (Holmqvist and Mannervik, 2014). It was shown to bind cis-regulatory
sequences genome-wide, including putative enhancer elements (Visel et al., 2009),
often resulting in the acetylation of histone H3 lysine 27 (H3K27ac), a hallmark of
active enhancers (Creyghton et al., 2010). However, not all p300/CBP-bound
enhancers are enriched for H3K27ac, suggesting that p300/CBP-bound enhancer
elements become ‘poised’ in the first instance before activation. Therefore, the
activity of the BMP pathway not only results in a direct activation or repression of
target genes, but could also modulate the enhancer landscape and consequently the
developmental competence of the target cells.
BMP4 is required for the induction of mesoderm as well as the PGC fate in the postimplantation epiblast (Lawson et al., 1999; Mishina et al., 1995; Winnier et al., 1995).
Accordingly, a mutation in the Bmp4 gene, results in embryonic lethality between
E6.5-E9.5 due to early patterning defects (Mishina et al., 1995; Winnier et al., 1995).
BMP4 has diverse roles during development and was recently also implicated in pre7

implantation embryos for the development of extra-embryonic lineages as well as for
cell division (de Mochel et al., 2015; Graham et al., 2014).
3.2 Nodal/BMP/WNT signalling network in the posterior epiblast
The initiation of gastrulation is marked by the appearance of the primitive streak in
the post-implantation epiblast, the site where cells ingress to form the mesoderm.
Not only BMP but also Nodal, FGF and WNT signalling are required to control this
complex developmental process (Ciruna et al., 1997; Conlon et al., 1994; Dunn et al.,
2004; Johansson and Wiles, 1995; Kelly et al., 2004; Liu et al., 1999; Mishina et al.,
1995; Winnier et al., 1995; Yamaguchi et al., 1994). Together, these pathways
regulate each other in feedback loops to mediate the activation of the mesodermspecific transcriptional network (Fig. 1A). It should be noted that Nodal, like the
BMPs, is a member of the TGFβ family and can act through SMAD2/3 (Arnold and
Robertson, 2009). However, the SMAD2-dependent function controls the patterning
of the anterior VE, which is a source of inhibitory signals such as Cer1 against
posteriorisation of the anterior epiblast (Brennan et al., 2001). The SMAD2independent role of Nodal is based on the secretion of its precursor at high levels
from the posterior epiblast to the ExE resulting in the expression of Nodal
convertases and Bmp4 (Ben-Haim et al., 2006). BMP4 is secreted from the ExE and
activates the expression of Wnt3 in the posterior epiblast, which in turn maintains
Nodal expression. Accordingly, Bmp4 and Wnt3 expression is absent in Nodal
mutant embryos (Brennan et al., 2001).
3.3 PGC induction
The BMP and WNT pathways also induce PGCs in the posterior epiblast proximal to
the ExE (Fig. 1A) (Aramaki et al., 2013; Lawson et al., 1999; Ohinata et al., 2009).
BMP4 and BMP2, which are structurally very similar, are sufficient to induce the PGC
fate in ex vivo cultures of isolated whole epiblasts (Fig. 1B) (Ohinata et al., 2009).
BMP8b, also secreted from the ExE, has an indirect role in PGC specification by
restricting the development of the anterior VE. Bmp8b mutant embryos do not induce
PGCs and exhibit an abnormal VE morphology with an expanded expression domain
of inhibitory signals including Cer1, which are important for the anterior identity of the
epiblast. Also, in ex vivo cultures of isolated epiblasts with the VE still attached, the
addition of exogenous BMP4 without BMP8b does not result in the induction of PGCs
(Fig. 1B), presumably due to the expansion of the inhibitory signals emanating from
the VE. Thus, the primary signal for the induction of PGC fate is BMP4, which is
supported by BMP2, while BMP8b indirectly affects this process.
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WNT3 appears to be the mediator of BMP signalling to induce the PGC fate
(Aramaki et al., 2013). Wnt3a alone does not induce PGCs in ex vivo epiblast
culture. However, Wnt3 mutant embryos fail to induce PGCs, although Bmp4
expression in the ExE is not affected. A direct target of WNT3 is the transcription
factor T, which is known to play an integral part in mesoderm development. In this
developmental context, T binds to the enhancers of the genes encoding the key
transcription factors of the germline Prdm1 and Prdm14 to activate their expression
(Fig. 1D). It is important to note, however, that T mutant embryos show initial
expression of BLIMP1 in the posterior epiblast, but not of PRDM14. This suggests
that additional factors might be responsible for the initial upregulation of BLIMP1 in
prospective PGCs, which then might be augmented by T. As suggested by Aramaki
et al., one possible candidate could be the transcription factor EOMES, which shows
moderate upregulation of BLIMP1 after PGCLC induction. T but not WNT3a is
sufficient to induce PGCLCs. The pretreatment of EpiLCs with exogenous WNT3a
results in a decrease of PGCLC induction efficiency via T, suggesting that WNT
activates other targets, which could drive the EpiLCs towards a mesodermal fate
rather than PGCLC fate providing a possible explanation for the distinct effects of T
and WNT3a in the in vitro experiments.
The role of Nodal signalling in PGC specification has not been extensively explored.
It is likely that Nodal has at least an indirect role in PGC specification, since it affects
the expression of Bmp4 and consequently Wnt3 in the posterior epiblast (Brennan et
al., 2001). However, after E6.0 the addition of exogenous Nodal or its inhibition in the
epiblast did not affect PGC induction via BMP4 (Ohinata et al., 2009), suggesting
that in this context Nodal does not play an important role just prior PGC specification.
Taken together, these findings demonstrate the interplay between different signalling
pathways during post-implantation development inducing distinct cell lineages from
the same population of epiblast cells. These cells do show at least similar
developmental competence in the early post-implantation epiblast, but the signalling
can potentially not only directly induce a particular cell fate, but also change the
developmental competence of the cells. This is exemplified by BMP signalling, which
is apparently required to create a permissive environment in epiblast cells, which can
then respond to WNT signalling to induce PGCs (Aramaki et al., 2013). However, the
exact mechanistic function of BMP-SMADs during PGC specification requires further
investigation. It is important to note that subtle intrinsic, maybe stochastic,
9

differences in the post-implantation epiblast can prime subgroup of cells to respond
differentially to the same signal.
4. Combinatorial action of transcription factors
4.1 Context-dependency
Transcription factors contain a DNA-binding domain and bind to short DNA
sequences (8-21bp), referred to as transcription factor binding motif. However, the
occurrence of binding motifs in the genome is not necessarily predictive for
transcription factor occupancy, as usually the number of motifs vastly outnumbers
actual binding sites of a transcription factor. Accordingly, many transcription factors
show a highly cell type-specific binding pattern, which is due to the combinatorial
action of transcription factors with co-factors, dose-dependent effects and chromatin
state (including accessibility) of DNA binding sites (Spitz and Furlong, 2012). For
example, TGFβ signalling is mediated via the SMAD2 and SMAD3 transcription
factors and is required for diverse developmental processes. Accordingly, SMAD3
co-occupies different sets of regulatory sequences together with lineage-specific
transcription factors; for example in ESCs with OCT4, in myotubes with MYOD1 and
in pro-B cells with PU.1 (Mullen et al., 2011). In addition, the level of phosphorylated
SMAD2 induced dictates its binding pattern to distinct sets of regulatory elements in
ESCs, which is reflected in the differentiation into distinct lineages (Lee et al., 2011).
Further, a comparison of multiple datasets for human transcription factors showed a
correlation of transcription factor binding with nucleosome-depleted and DNase Iaccessible regions (Wang et al., 2012). However, the accessibility of a DNA binding
site can not only be the cause but also a direct consequence of transcription factor
binding as it is the case upon binding of pioneer factors (Zaret and Carroll, 2011).
4.2 BLIMP1/PRDM14/AP2Ɣ in PGCs
Upon specification of PGCs via the BMP and WNT pathway, the key transcription
factors BLIMP1 and PRDM14 are upregulated (Fig. 1D). BLIMP1 mainly represses
genes of the somatic lineages but can also act as an activator, as it induces the
expression of Tfap2c. Similarly, BLIMP1 also induces the expression of AP2α during
neural crest formation in zebrafish (Powell et al., 2013). The unique combinatorial
action of BLIMP1/PRDM14/AP2Ɣ in PGCs is critical in directing the early
development of the germline. Accordingly, a mutation in any one of the three genes
results in the loss of PGCs (Ohinata et al., 2005; Weber et al., 2010; Yamaji et al.,
2008). Similar to the response of EpiLCs to BMP4, the induced expression of the
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three factors specifies the PGC fate. In contrast, the expression of the three factors
in ESCs does not result in PGCLC induction; instead these cells remain
transcriptionally similar to ESCs (Nakaki et al., 2013). This clearly demonstrates the
distinct developmental competence of ESCs and EpiLCs.
4.3 BLIMP1
BLIMP1, PRDM14 and AP2Ɣ are not only expressed in the germline, but have
different roles during development. BLIMP1 was initially discovered as a
transcriptional repressor of the human IFNβ promoter (Keller and Maniatis, 1991). It
has a critical role in B and T lymphocytes as well as in multiple other lineages during
development (Bikoff et al., 2009). For example, it was recently shown that BLIMP1 is
involved in the differentiation of trophoblast subtypes (Mould et al., 2012).
Accordingly, Prdm1 mutant embryos arrest at E10.5 of embryonic development due
to placental defects (Vincent et al., 2005), which demonstrates that the same
transcription factor is not only critical for the development of embryonic but also
extraembryonic lineages. BLIMP1 has a zinc finger DNA binding domain as well as a
PR domain, which has similarity to the SET domains of histone methyltransferases,
but appears to be catalytically inactive (Ancelin et al., 2006). Rather, BLIMP1
associates with distinct chromatin modifiers depending on the developmental context
including histone deacetylases (Yu et al., 2000), G9a H3 methyl transferase (Gyory
et al., 2004), a lysine-specific demethylase (LSD1) (Su et al., 2009) and the arginine
methyltransferase PRMT5 (Ancelin et al., 2006). In PGCLCs as well as in P19
embryonal carcinoma (P19EC) cells, which were used as a model for PGCs, BLIMP1
binds mainly promoters of cell cycle and somatic genes resulting in their repression,
which implies that BLIMP1 supresses somatic differentiation, paving the way for
epigenetic programming and expression of pluripotency genes (Kurimoto et al., 2015;
Magnúsdóttir et al., 2013). Interestingly, BLIMP1-bound regions at day2 of PGCLC
differentiation, which are still present in day6 PGCLCs, accumulate the repressive
polycomb repressive complex (PRC2)-catalysed modification H3K27me3, suggesting
that BLIMP1 might directly or indirectly recruit PRC2 (Kurimoto et al., 2015). This is
consistent with the data on P19EC cells, which shows that BLIMP1 has a high
overlap with PRC binding regions in ESCs (Magnúsdóttir et al., 2013). There might
also be a link to the regulation of Mad2l2, since in Mad2l2 mutants, the process of
global enrichment of H3K27me3 in PGCs is abrogated and PGCs are lost by E9.5
(Pirouz et al., 2013).
4.4 PRDM14
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PRDM14 also belongs to the family of PR-domain containing proteins with zinc-finger
domains. But as for BLIMP1, any histone methyltransferase activity for PRDM14 has
not so far been demonstrated. PRDM14 interacts with TETs (Okashita et al., 2013),
which mediate the conversion of 5-methylcytosine to 5-hydroxymethylcyotsine to
promote DNA demethylation (Hackett and Surani, 2013). PRDM14 also activates the
expression of pluripotency factors, represses FGF signalling and components of the
DNA methylation machinery to maintain naïve pluripotency (Grabole et al., 2013; Ma
et al., 2011; Nakaki and Saitou, 2014; Yamaji et al., 2013). PRDM14 exerts its
repressive function at least in part by interacting with components of the PRC2
complex, which is also required for X chromosome reactivation in female embryos
(Chan et al., 2013; Payer et al., 2013; Yamaji et al., 2013). Concomitant with the role
of PRDM14 in pluripotency, it is expressed in pre-implantation embryos including the
ICM at the blastocyst stage, before its expression ceases upon implantation. It then
becomes specifically upregulated in PGCs (Burton et al., 2013; Kurimoto et al., 2008;
Yamaji et al., 2008). Nevertheless, the role of PRDM14 during early embryonic
development requires further investigation, since a null mutation in the Prdm14 gene
results in viable, but sterile mice, which however depends on the genetic background
(Payer et al., 2013). In PGCs, it appears that while BLIMP1 represses somatic
differentiation, PRDM14 mainly binds putative enhancer elements to induce reexpression of pluripotency factors as well as to promote epigenetic programming
including global DNA demethylation (Grabole et al., 2013; Magnúsdóttir et al., 2013).
However, to characterise the function of PRDM14 in detail, it will be interesting to
map the binding sites of PRDM14 directly in PGCs or PGCLCs. It is important to note
that while Prdm14 alone is sufficient to induce mouse PGCLC fate in vitro (Nakaki et
al., 2013), it appears that its function is not conserved. At the onset of human
PGCLC induction, the expression of Prdm14 is initially repressed, suggesting that it
might not play a prominent role at early stages of human PGC development (Irie et
al., 2015; Sasaki et al., 2015; Sugawa et al., 2015). Interestingly, the transcription
factor SOX17, which is required for endoderm development, is involved in hPGCLC
induction, since loss of SOX17 abrogates hPGCLC specification and its induced
expression is sufficient to upregulate germ cell markers (Irie et al., 2015). This
suggests that in humans a different combination of transcription factors including
SOX17 and BLIMP1 drive the PGC fate.
4.5 AP2Ɣ
AP2Ɣ, a member of the activator protein-2 (AP-2) family, with a DNA-binding,
dimerization and a transactivation domain, has like BLIMP1 and PRDM14 multiple
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context-dependent roles during embryonic development. A mutation in Tfap2c results
in embryonic lethality at E7.0-9.0 due to placental defects (Auman et al., 2002;
Werling and Schorle, 2002), since AP2Ɣ is involved in the maintenance of the TE
lineage (Kuckenberg et al., 2012). Interestingly, in the developmental context of this
extraembryonic lineage AP2Ɣ interacts with SOX2; together they mediate selfrenewal and the control of the transcriptional network of TSCs in vitro (Adachi et al.,
2013), which are derived from TE cells (Tanaka et al., 1998). This also provides an
example for the context-dependent role of the pluripotency factor SOX2, which
integrates LIF-STAT signalling in ESCs and FGF-ERK signalling in TSCs (Adachi et
al., 2013). In PGCs, the expression of Tfap2c is induced by BLIMP1 shortly after
specification, where AP2Ɣ binds promoters and enhancers, acting cooperatively with
BLIMP1 and PRDM14 to induce genes essential for the PGC lineage (Magnúsdóttir
et al., 2013; Schemmer et al., 2013). Of note, SOX2 is also induced in PGCs and the
conditional loss of Sox2 results in the loss of PGCs (Campolo et al., 2013; Kurimoto
et al., 2008; Magnúsdóttir et al., 2013). Thus, it could be that AP2Ɣ and SOX2 also
act together in PGCs as in TSCs.
In summary, the function of many transcription factors is not restricted to one
particular lineage, but there is a lineage-specific combination of proteins that
cooperatively define a unique functional outcome. Thus, the developmental
competence of a cell is also defined by its proteome, because the presence or
absence of co-factors, e.g. chromatin modifiers, defines the functional output of
transcription factors that were initially induced by signalling. To gain insight into the
context-dependent roles of transcription factors in future studies, it is key to perform
biochemical studies to identify co-factors of critical transcription factors.
5. Transcriptional enhancer elements
5.1 Enhancer setup
Transcription factors bind cis-regulatory DNA sequences including enhancer
elements to control transcription. It appears that enhancers show a highly cell type
specific epigenetic setup, which could facilitate the binding of transcription factors
and thus potentially contribute to the developmental competence of a cell. It is
important to note that the presence of histone modifications at enhancers could also
be a consequence of transcription factor binding (Calo and Wysocka, 2013). The
generation of specific histone mutants would be the most stringent way to test for the
functional role of histone modifications. Since canonical histone genes are present in
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many copies in the genome of higher eukaryotes, the generation of defined histone
mutants is technically challenging, and was achieved for example in Drosophila but
not in mammals so far (Günesdogan et al., 2010). However, recent advances in
genome editing tools including the CRISPR-Cas9 technology have enabled the
locus-specific editing of histone modifications in mammalian cells. For example, the
guide RNA-mediated recruitment of a fusion protein, which consists of the
catalytically inactive Cas9 (dCas9) protein and the catalytic domain of the
acetyltransferase p300, results in enrichment of H3K27ac at selected enhancers and
transcriptional activation of target genes (Hilton et al., 2015). Further, the fusion of
dCas9 to the lysine-specific demethylase LSD1 results in a decrease of H3K4me2
concomitantly with a decrease in H3K27ac at target enhancers as well as reduced
target gene expression (Kearns et al., 2015). The apparent interdependence of
H3K4me2 and H3K27ac suggests recruitment of histone deacetylases via LSD1
(Mendenhall et al., 2013). Taken together, these and other studies demonstrate
elegantly that the combinatorial presence of histone modifications is required for the
activity of enhancer elements and might thus be involved in the acquirement of
developmental competence. Nevertheless, there are some limitations of such
experiments that need to be considered, since histone modifiers usually have many
non-histone targets. Also, the binding of dCas9 to an enhancer could spatially
interfere with the binding of transcription factors, which could also effect target gene
expression.
5.2 Enhancer setup and developmental competence
Recent studies characterised the dynamic histone modification enrichment at
enhancers during the differentiation of multi-potent progenitor cells, e.g. during
haematopoiesis (Lara-Astiaso et al., 2014) or hESC differentiation (Wang et al.,
2015). Wang et al. profiled the enrichment of H3K4me1 and H3K27ac at enhancers
during the sequential differentiation of hESCs towards pancreatic endoderm cells
(Fig. 2). Enhancers enriched only for H3K4me1 were categorised as ‘poised’, while
enhancers enriched for both H3K4me1 and H3K27ac were categorised as ‘active’
(Creyghton et al., 2010; Heintzman et al., 2007). A subset of enhancers became
poised at the gut tube (GT) stage, which upon differentiation into different lineages
became activated. This suggests that the poised state of enhancers can contribute or
define the developmental competence of GT cells. In addition, poised enhancers are
bound by the pioneer transcription factor FOXA1, which can modulate local
chromatin structure to mediate enhancer function (Zaret and Carroll, 2011). While
knockdown of FOXA1 did not affect H3K4me1 enrichment at tested enhancers,
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further studies are required to determine the precise role of FOXA1 in setting up the
poised state, considering reported redundancy between FOXA proteins (Gao et al.,
2008; Li et al., 2009; Wan et al., 2005).
5.3 Enhancer-promoter contacts
Enhancers do not always target the nearest promoter, but also act in a long-range
fashion. Thereby, the intervening sequence between enhancer and promoter loops
out, bringing these elements in close spatial proximity. This ‘interaction’ could allow
the delivery of enhancer-bound transcription factors and RNA polymerase II to the
promoter to activate or enhance transcription. The regulation of promoter activity
appears to be very complex, since promoters often interact with multiple enhancers,
and promoters and enhancers also interact with each other (Ghavi-Helm et al., 2014;
Schoenfelder et al., 2015a).
The PRC1 component RING1B binds promoters in ESCs, which are predominantly in
contact with poised enhancers that are enriched for H3K4me1, H3K27me3 and p300
(Fig. 3A) (Schoenfelder et al., 2015b). In Ring1A/B knockout cells, these enhancers
loose H3K27me3, but gain the active H3K27ac mark concomitantly with the
transcriptional induction of associated genes (Fig. 3B). Similarly, inactive promoters
also interact with poised enhancers, which then become selectively activated upon
differentiation in Drosophila (Ghavi-Helm et al., 2014). Thus, a feature of poised
enhancers could be the ‘preformation’ of enhancer-promoter contacts, which could
facilitate the quick response to signal-dependent and/or lineage-specific transcription
factors.
5.4 Enhancer setup for the PGC fate
In mice, the gain of developmental competence for the PGC fate is established
during the differentiation of ESCs to EpiLCs (Hayashi et al., 2011). This transition is
accompanied by the dynamic reorganisation of the enhancer landscape displaying
distinct sets of histone modifications accompanied by differential binding of
transcription factors (Buecker et al., 2014). Notably, OCT4 exhibits a marked cell
type-specific genomic occupancy, with enrichment peaks close to genes associated
with naïve pluripotency in ESCs, close to genes associated with the postimplantation epiblast in EpiLCs, and shared between both cell types. This
redistribution of OCT4 correlates with H3K27ac and p300 enrichment. ESC-specific
OCT4 binding sites are also enriched for H3K27ac in PGCLCs, suggesting that
OCT4 controls similar subsets of genes in both cell types (Kurimoto et al., 2015). The
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dynamic behaviour of OCT4 can be explained by a recurring concept for gene
expression control. While OCT4 is expressed at similar levels in ESCs and EpiLCs,
its binding is modulated by other cell type-specific transcription factors such as OTX2
in EpiLCs (Buecker et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014). Interestingly, the comparison of
BLIMP1 binding targets to the transcriptional consequences of loss of Blimp1 during
the reversion of PGCs to EGCs revealed that BLIMP1 binds to and restricts the
expression of a subset of OCT4 and other pluripotency transcription factor targets.
This suggests that BLIMP1 limits the pluripotency network and maintains the lineage
restriction of PGCs (Nagamatsu et al., 2015). Accordingly, BLIMP1 is repressed early
during EGC derivation, prior to the acquisition of functional pluripotency (DurcovaHills et al., 2008; Leitch et al., 2010).
In sum, histone modifications at enhancer elements can predict their activity and in
some examples also the developmental competence of a cell. However, the
functional implications of these marks are less clear; e.g. how does the presence of
H3K4me1 results in the poised state of an enhancer? The underlying mechanism
could be that the presence of H3K4me1 results in an open chromatin structure at
putative enhancer elements, prevents the binding of transcriptional repressor, or
inhibits DNA methylation indirectly (Fig. 2) (Calo and Wysocka, 2013), enabling the
binding of activating transcription factors upon signalling. In agreement with this,
recent studies show that the induced loss or gain of these modifications can
influence enhancer activity.
6. Concluding remarks
Developmental competence for cell fate decisions involves multiple interconnected
aspects including intrinsic and extrinsic signalling, transcription factors, chromatin
modifiers, enhancer landscape amongst others. The latter might include DNA
methylation, cell cycle progression and cell-cell contacts. In PGCs, the downstream
effectors SMADs and T of the BMP and WNT pathway, respectively, activate the
expression of BLIMP1/PRDM14, which drive the transcriptional program of the PGC
fate. There are many more binding sites for these factors, which could activate the
expression of essential co-factors and/or change the epigenetic state of enhancer
elements in prospective PGCs. Future studies will benefit from the recent
development of new techniques based on CRISPR/Cas9 for genome and epigenome
editing, which might shed light on the underlying control mechanisms for a robust
and refined transcriptional output to determine cell fates.
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Figure Legends
Fig. 1: PGC specification in vivo and in vitro
(A) BMP4 signalling from the ExE specifies PGCs in the posterior epiblast of postimplantation embryos at ~E6.5. Nodal signalling induces the expression of Bmp4 in
the ExE, which in turn induces the expression of Wnt3 in the epiblast. WNT3
maintains Nodal expression. It was shown that BMP and WNT signalling are required
for the induction of PGCs. The AVE is source for inhibitory signals against
posteriorisation of the anterior embryo. ExE: Extraembryonic ectoderm, (A)VE:
(anterior) visceral endoderm; Epi: Epiblast; EM: embryonic mesoderm; PGCs:
primordial germ cells; ExM: extraembryonic mesoderm.
(B) Post-implantation epiblasts separated from the extraembryonic tissues respond
to BMP2 or BMP4 and large numbers of cells acquire PGC-like fate in ex vivo
culture. In the presence of the AVE, the addition of both BMP4 and BMP8b but not of
BMP4 alone is sufficient for the induction of PGCLCs. PGCLCs: PGC-like cells.
(C) In mouse, ESCs (mESCs) are differentiated into EpiLCs in the presence of bFGF
and Activin A. Day2 EpiLCs respond to BMP4 and give rise to mouse PGCLCs
(mPGCLCs). Similarly, the induced expression of BLIMP1/PRDM14/AP2Ɣ or T
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results in mPGCLC induction. The direct induction of human PGCLCs (hPGCLCs)
with BMP2 or BMP4 from human ESCs (hESCs) cultured in conventional medium is
very inefficient. In contrast, hESCs in 4i conditions reversibly gain and retain
competence for hPGCLCs, and acquire germ cell fate in response to BMP2 or
BMP4. Unlike in the mouse, the induced expression of SOX17 results in the
upregulation of germ cell markers.
(D) The specification of PGCs in mice relies on BMP4, which induces the expression
of WNT3. WNT3 induces the expression of T. T upregulates the expression of
BLIMP1 and PRDM14. BLIMP1 induces AP2Ɣ. Together, these transcription factors
drive the PGC fate.
Fig. 2: Enhancer setup
Transcriptional enhancers show a combinatorial enrichment of histone modifications.
The enrichment of H3K4me1 at enhancers could result in an open chromatin
structure, avoid repressor binding or DNA methylation and thus could act as a
‘placeholder’ for transcription factor binding. Upon signalling, transcription factors can
engage these enhancer elements to activate transcription of target genes. The
activation of an enhancer element is marked by the enrichment of H3K27ac, which
could be catalysed by p300, which is also bound by many enhancers.
Fig. 3: Preformation of enhancer-promoter contacts
(A) In ESCs, RING1B-bound promoters are in contact with poised enhancers that are
enriched for H3K4me1, H3K27me3 and p300.
(B) In Ring1A/B knockout cells, these enhancers loose H3K27me3 but gain
H3K27ac, which results in the upregulation of associated target gene expression. Of
note, p300, which can catalyse the acetylation of H3K27, appears to be inhibited at
poised enhancers. Since the loss of Ring1A/B results in enrichment of H3K27ac,
perhaps the PRC1 complex is involved in the inhibition of p300 histone
acetyltransferase activity.
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